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Cat-a-log

lady' flick is fair
by Candy Bonham
cat-a-log editor
Audrey Hepburn and Rex
Harrison star in "My Fair Lady,"
the ASC movie of the 'weekend
which will be shown tonight and
tomorrow night in the SUB
small ballroom at 7. · The
admission price is 75 cents with
your ASC card.
B.A. APPLICATIONS
B.A. degree applications are
now being accepted in the
registrar's office for summer
quarter 1972 graduation.
Deadline for all applications is
June 30.

YOGA SOCIETY
LOCAL HISTORY
The Ananda Marga Yoga
Ellensburg's history will be
outlined tomorrow night at 7: 30 Society will present two
in the public library. A film programs this Monday for all
interested students and faculty.
presentation is planned.
The first presentation begins
Columnist for the Yakima
at
2 p.m. in people's park,
Herald-Republic, Sam Churchill
will speak at 8:15 in the library located behind Black Hall. The
topic will , be self healing
conference room.
including
information on
A 11 Central students and
massage,
hatha
yoga, and herbal
faculty are welcome and
remedies.
encouraged to come.
Later at 8 p.m. in SUB 208, a
NEW LISTING
'man
known as Krishna, will tell
The AV equipment pool has
changed its phone number and of his experiences at Ananda
listing. The new listing, Marga Headquarters in Bengal,
963-34 79, is now under AV India.
Following a talk on yoga ana
Technical Services.
meditation, · slides of the
society's schools and hospitals
will be shown.
DAMES
All members of DAMES are
invited to the pizza party to be
Open: 8-9
held tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the
Brooklane multipurpose room.
7 days a week Each couple will be charged $1.

-M r. G's Now Has Your
Favorite Cold Beve·r age
Including:

Beer

Wine

Competitive
Prl·ces

Sod a pop
•

• •

fruit 1u1ces

A Is 0 a c0 mp Ie te- I i ne
of Grocery items.

llll•\lill ,I . .
1

CAREER MEETING

Central coed in 'Bomber'
Alyce Steltenberg, a Central freshman, will be in a movie starring
Raquel Welch this fall.
The movie, "Kansas City Bomber", is about a roller derby star.
Ms. Steltenberg plays the ice cream truck driver who stops at K.C. 's
(Ms. Welch) home to sell ice cream to the children.
The movie was filmed in Portland, Ore., where Ms. Steltenberg
drives an ice cream truck during the summer. The segment in which
she is featured was filmed three weeks ago. She was paid $50 by
MGM for 20 minutes work.
,
"Raquel is very beautiful. For the guys who want to know, her
body is all and more than they say," said Ms. steltenberg.

Apple Blossom starts
The annual Wenatchee Apple Blossom Festival opens today with
carnival and horse shows getting it off to a start.
The festival is slated to last a full week, continuing on through
next Saturday. The carnival will continue through the week.
Highlights of this year's festival include a youth parade tomorrow
and silent movies running continuously through the week.
Pat Boone, world· renowned movie and singing star, will be in
Wenatchee this Sunday. He is scheduled to speak in conjunction
with the community youth group.
Next Wednesday through Saturday, productions of the "Music
Man" will be presented by local drama group. Performances will
begin at 8 p.m. in the Liberty Theatre.
The annual Apple Blossom parade will begin next Saturday at 10
Lfil

-

Clean-up commences

Have you ever thought of
pursuing a career in journalism?

Campus beaut!fication is on the agenda today as students, staff
and townsfolk all get outside to participate in the second annual
If you have, or are planning a all-campus clean-up.
·
major or minor in this field,
Beginning 12:30 p.m. in the lot east of the bookstore
come to the meeting Monday at the participants will be manning rakes, hoes and shovels
2 p.m. in SUB 204·.
pulling weeds; collecting trash and sweeping down the campus.
The topics for discussion will
Coordination of the project is being handled by ASC and RHC
include faculty hiring, ruture 1eaders in an . attempt to make the campus "a more beautiful, more
courses at Central, advising livable one."
programs. and possible job
Mark Satterthwaite, RHC chairman, has indicated that the

8th and .C hestnut
925-2467
~-----------------------~~~rt~it~
~~q~~oo~~~ms~~~~~q~~~~~~m,
----------.;._------~-""!-"'"""""...,..--=~~~~~-:=~~~~~~~-, but that anyone willing to participate is welcome.
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Hear them in 4 dimensions through the sensational
Sansui QS-1 Quadphonic Synthesizer.
All you need is two more speakers plus power amplifier and-presto!-yol! hear the
beautiful sound of the future. Sansui, leading manufacturer of high-quality stereo
equipment, has done it. While others have been talking 4-channel sound, Sansui has
created it, and at an incredibly low price.
Even if you think yoy've already heard 4-channel stere? •. you mus~ su~round yours~lf
with the glorious spectrum of environmental sound as 1t 1s heard hve m the recording
hall, recreated by Sansui's patented system.

• It works on existing, conventional 2-channel discs, tapes and FM stereo broadcasts.
• None of your present equipment becomes obsolete.
• You don't have to add new tuners, phonographs, cartridges or tape equipment.
• All you need is the QS-1, plus the added amplifier and speakers required by any
4-channel system.
Does it really work? Prove it to yourself; bring in your own favorite reco'rds and hear
them played as you have never heard them before, in the full sonority of environmental
sound. Compare with 2-channel reproduction. In fact, compare with ordinary 4-channet
reproduction. The differences will astound you. The exper}ence is overwhelming.

Clean-up efforts are specifically directed at the mall and street
areas, the trestles, the SUB surroundings, Hebeler School and the
Peoples' Park site which is located between Black Hall and the
railroadtracks.
Following the cleari-up, which coordinates to the final clean-up
stages of the construction workers, a barbeque is being planned,
sponsored by RHC and Food Services. The barbeque is slated for
approximately 4: 30 p.m. on President Brooks' lawn.

Cycles trek to Tri-Cities
Either today or tomorrow, 12 members of Central's Cardinal Puff
Club will begin a 15-hour bicycle trek to the Tri-Cities.
The participants plan to travel about seven and a half hours a day,
with hopes of coverir1g approximately 60 miles ,at a time. Club
president, Jo Anne Suhr, and another member, Ann Dewey, recently
made·a similar trip in that time.
The bikers also plan to confront Ellensburg businesses and Central
dormitories for donations from the trip will go to the Handicapped .
Learning Center in Ellensburg. For every dollar that is donated, the
Center also will receive $3 from the federal government.
Anyone interested in donating money to this cause should do so
by contacting Ms. Suhr at 9 25-2703.

Oregon professor here
Richard Astro of Oregon State University will discuss John
Steinbeck and Edward F. Ricketts, co-authors of Sea of Cortez, at
7:30 p.m., Monday in the faculty lounge of the Language and
Literature Building.
Pro. Astro is the author of several articles and reviews and the
co-editor of the book, "Steinbeck: The Man and His work (1971)".
A forthcoming monograph on Steinbeck and Ricketts will be
published by the Ball State University Press.
Dr. Astro has access to niore than 300 pages of unpublished
essays, journals and correspondence by Ricketts; in addition to a
substantial body of unpublished Steinbeck essays and
correspondence.
Sponsored by the English Department, Professor ·Astro's
appearance is open to the public.

Expecting
Out of Town Guests?

The Sansui Quadphonic Synthesizer QS-1, at $199.95, is on demonstration at

Call HAROLD'S MOTEL

TV
_ _ _ _ _ Electronics for Entertainm,..nt? STEREOCRAFT hos it oll --~--~- •• - •• ---

Reasonable Rates
complimentary coffee
601 N. Water

925-4141

features speakers
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Black Week -begins ·Monday
feature a sickle cell anemia test.
At 7: 30 p.m., the Panther
members will give a poetry
recital in Yakima.
Scheduled for Tuesday at 2:30
p.m. is a judge who will speak on
"Black Man and Justice". At
3:30 p.m. inmates from Walla
Walla State · Penitentiary will
speak on "Racism Behind the
Bars" in the SUB cafeteria. The
inmates also will present a play
at 7:30 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium and Primus St. John
will give a poetry reading.
Wednesday's program includes
a seminar entitled "White on
Black" at the Grupe Conference
Center at 1 p.m.; Tom Gardner,
assistant to Governor Evans,
speaking at 3 p.m.; and a speech
by Warren Widener at 8 p.m., in
the SUB small ballroom.
Widener is the young, black
mayor of Berkeley, Calif.

by Kathy Degner
staff writer

, Black Week, sponsored by the
Black Students of Central,
begins Monday and continues
through Saturday, May 13.
The tenative schedule for the
week includes several speakers,
poetry recitals, a dance, an
African dance troupe, and a
fashion show.
Monday at 1: 15 p.m. in the
SUB, the Seattle chapter of the
Black Panthers will present a
survival program which will

Campaigners

form carpool
Central's rriotor pool recently purchased 35 small mail truck& from
U.S. post Offices in Seattle and Tacoma to be used on campus.
If you are interested in
The physical plant has the use of 25 of the trucks while the campaigning for Sen. · George
housing office has the other 10. They will be used by custodians, McGovern this weekend, a
lectricians and plumbers on building and maintenance crews.
carpool is being formed for
Paul Bechtel, director of the physical plant", said the small trucks thaie who will go doorbelling in the
"ll help keep large vehicles off the malls, although the pick-ups and Portland area. Free room and
board will be provided by the
ther trucks still will have to be used occasionally. "
The trucks were purchased for $100 apiece. They will become part 0 reg 0 n State McGovern
f the motor pool and will be rented out to departments on campus. Committee.
otor pool mechanics are repairing and tuning them now. Plans are _
eing made to paint them in the fall.
The carpool will leave
Ellensburg from Hertz parking
lot at 3 p.m., Friday. Anyone
interested in going should
contact Carl Olson at 963-1309,
sign up in the SUB or contact
the Political Action Committee.

Food stamps hearing
planned for Tuesday

Tuesday at 1: 30 p.m. a fair
hearing will be held concerning
the food stamps tax-dependency
clause.
About a dozen college
students and married couples are
involved in this hearing, but a
spokesman said that there_is no
way to let them know their case
will be given a hearing.
Due to confidentiality laws,
the Crier ,cannot print the names
of those involved in this food
stamp complaint. However, ariy
student who thinks he or she
may be involved is . urged to
contact the food stamps office.
The hearing will be held in the
Department of Public
Assistance, 503 N. Pearl.
The tax-dependency clause is a
rule in the food stamps
regulations which states that any
person who has been claimed as
a dependent by their parents
within the last year is ineligible
for food stamps.
.
This is being contested by the
before-mentioned students as
being unconstitutional.
This hearing . . can b~ the

Service Without
A Service
· Charge
Airline & Railroad

beginning of formal legal
appellate action, according to a
food stamps representative,
therefore those people involved
must know the process and be
aware of t.heir rights.

~e - Repair

VWs

ftlPALO'S
2nd & Main - 925-2055

Here's your chance to revive the good
old days with two Rainier Beer calendars from
the years 1905 and 1906.
., ., ,,> ...
They cost only a buck apiece
and they're full color reproductions
of the turn-of-the-century originals.
They're just plain pretty reminders
of good times and the good beer that
Rainier's been making since 1878.

Beginning the activities on
·Thursday will be a speech by Ms.
Betty Ritchey on the "Role of
the Black Woman in History" at
2 p.m. in the SUB cafeteria. At 3
p.m. in the SUB cafeteria,
Norwood J. Brooks, candidate
for lieutenant -governor of
Washington, will speak.
There will be a fashion show,
at 7: 30 p.m. Thursday in the
SUB large ballroom with a dance
following at 9 p.m.
Activities for Friday include a
Seattle jazz combo at 1 p.m. in
the Sub Pit and an African
Dance Troupe at 7: 30 p.m. in
the SUB large ballroom.
Concluding the week on
Saturday will be a presentation
by the Afro-American Players of
Yakima at J p.m. in the SUB
cafeteria and a church
"singspiration ".

~················~
•
PREPARATION FOR SUMMER
•

•
••

LSAT
GRE ATGSB

•

NOW ENROLLING

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

•

• ·

lN

•

Preparation for tests required for admission to
post .graduate schools.
Six .session courses ·- smaller groups.
Unlimited tape lessons for review .
Course material constantly updated.
Home study material prepared by experts in each field .

•
•
•
•

::iEATTLE

AREA

I

l

•
••

Since 1938

(206) _329-1980

•
•

•
•

.
•

•

~················~

f :_.
.. ...

:f

A beer good enough to drink by the bucket.
We call it Mountain Fresh because that's the
way it tastes.
And besides, your mother or girl friend
can't get up-tight when they see such a
wholesome calendar on your wall.

Mountain Fresh Rainier.
Good beer. Since way back when.

For a full 20x30 reproduction of these rare authentic 1900 calendars, rush $1.00 per calendar (no stamps) to: Old Time Rainier Calendar,
3100 Airport Way, Seattle, 98134. Just specify "the one on the left" (1905) or, "the one on the right" (1906) . By the way, these calendars are really useable.
It so happens that 1905 dates correspond to 1972 and 1906 corresponds to 1973. Who says time doesn't mar ch backwards.
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Groups denounced
for -discrimination

POWSand YOU
David Demmon in 1959 was just another American until about six
years ago ... then he became one of the 1700 men who-depend on
YOU.

Demmon was missing in action for 51h years. Last November he
was seen alive and his status was then changed by our government
from MIA (missing-in-action) to POW (prisoner of war). The Viet
Cong, however, still refuse to identify Demmon or let him
communicate with his family.
Although North Vietnam has given us an unofficial and
list o_f prisoners, the Viet Cong and Pathe~ Lao, wh9
adnut holdmg prisoners, repeatedly refuse to release a hst or allow
any communication with families.
inco~plete.

The plight of the POWs is not only heartbreaking, but even more
dire, it is real ... a very real plight.
It is no joke when it is written that they depend on YOU. Every
day that they wake up, their thoughts undoubtedly have a great deal
to do with when they will come home.

When can they come home? This is very much up to YOU.
A few months ago, an editorial came across this page saying that
"In a democratic society decisions are made on the basis of pressure
groups."
If today in the SUB you decide to commit yourselves to bringing
our war prisoners home, then remember the above sentence.
Because if bringing home the POWs is going to ever happen, then
·all of us are going to have to unite into one unbearable pressure
group.
How about it?
1

Arlificial sulVival
by Richard G. Rieben
contributing writer
Listen brother. In days of yore, the Indians were rugged; they
endured great physical hardships in their battle against the elements;
they fought lengthy and overwhelming territorial battle amongst
the~elves; they were "men" at 15 and "women" at 12; they had a
life expectancy of 30 to 40 years; they were rugged. Now others
have come among them and all has changed.

Continue to listen, my brother. More than two centuries ·ago travel
in this country w.as on foot or horseback. But men did travel; they
had to: in search of new hunting grounds with new food and fresh
, water. Did they endure more than men of today? Yes - or they
died. Were they "rugged" and living in harmony with "Nature?" Yes
- or they were dead.
Now we use new things to keep us well. The majority of us are no
longer "rugged," but we are alive. Remember this: the choice is not
"rugged" or "weak," but "rugged" or dead. The theme then was
"survival of the fittest." The plain fact is that most of us, in days of
yore, would have died before adolescence, and all of us before
reaching today's prime-of-life age of 50 years. Listen on.
Whatever the future brings, it will be because individuals have willed
it. The Indians were collective groups of men pursuing an elusive life
in a framework of tradition, taboos and magic ... to the extent to
which they used reason, they improved their lot. But reason is n9t a
tool of the collective. The sole entity to which reason is particular is
the single independent consciousness (mind). There is no such entity
(even metaphorically) as a "collective-mind." But there is a
"collective-mentality;" i.e., one which depends upon the collective
for its own support.
It is true that this land has been sorely and recklessly depleated, but

it is the "collective-mentality" which has wrought this result with a
"someone-else-will-take-care-of-it"-statement floating in the
periphery of their consciousness whilest they toss away their
candy-wrappers, or beer cans, or industrial waste.
The independent mind, using reason and foresight, is responsible to
itself and to the preservation of clean air and fresh water and a
rational use of the environment. The responsible man does not
depend on others to clean up his messes. He is concerned with
improving his own welfare and the welfare of other individuals.' He
does not promote phony ruggedness or unnecessary endurance. He
seeks to design machines to process polluted water; to construct or
discover chemicals to prevent disease or increase food production.
He is the promoter of human life and human welfare.

·by Gary Myers
staff writer

The Kittitas Valley Ministerial Association recently endorsed
community groups -which refuse to use the facilities of any private
organization that discriminate on the basis of race.
The Association released the following statement to the Daily
Record:
' "We s~pport churches and other groups in the
community refusing to use the facilities of private
Clubs, lodges and organizations which discriminate
on the basis of race, when such refusal is based on
the conviction that use represents tacit approval of
such discriminating policies."
This resolution was passed in support of the
decision of St. Andrew's Parish no longer to hold
their annual Charities Banquet at the Elk's Club.
Since that time, the Association has attempted
to meet .with _the leadership of the local Eagles,
Elks, and Moose Lodges to discuss whether or not
these and other fraternal organizations do, in fact,
practice racial discrimination; what ar.e the exact
clauses in national bylaws which support such
practice; and what, if anything, the Ministerial
Association might be able to do to help end
discriminatory policies.
We have found no co-operation in our attempts
to meet with these groups.
The Association recognizes that many members
of these and other fraternal organizations are
attempting to work from within to end
discriminatory practices and we commend such
effort.
We also challenge other Christians who are
members of organizations which practice racial
discrimination to examine their conscientious
participation in these organizations.
We are not attempting -to "get at" any specific
group or individual, only continually to point up
tJ;ie presence of discriminatory practices and
prejudicial ~us toms in our society."
The statement was approved by 16 of the 25 denominational
representatives on the association's council. This statement was the
idea of the council and was not to be considered the approval of the
churches themselves.
" Mark Brown, a spokesman for Center for Campus Ministry, stated,
We were tempted to press it further but feel we have supported
Father Kerr and -St. Andrews. At this point we have no intentions to
pursue this any further."
Lack of response
.
According to Brown, the association sent letters to the Eagles,
Moose and Elks in the hope that they could meet for talks. The
Eagles promised to meet with the association but didn't appear at
the appointed time.
Brown also said that the Elks' representative could not attend
because of a bowling tournament. The Moose failed to cooperate.
Due to the lack of response from the organizations the statement
was published.
Joe Rosenburg~ president of the Eagles in the Ellensburg area,
contends that the statement is· false in reference to the Eagles. '"It is stated in the constitution of the Eagles that anyone can join,
regardless of race, creed, or color," stated Rosenburg.
He also reports that there has been no substantial change in the
·
.attendance·of the Eagles' meetings.
Frank Fischer,. exalted ruler of the Ellensburg chapter of the Elks,
also reported no Ill effects on attendance.
The one major difference in the two matters is that the Elks
constitution does carry a "white" clause which bars membership to
any race but whites.
This clause will be under consideration at the National Convention
. to be held in July. If the constitution is amended then all races will
be eligible for membership.
.
Brown expressed his hopes that membets of these and other
fraternal organizations would consider the ideals of that particular
organization.
"We ask only if a Christian can, in good conscience belong to such
groups."
-

"Artificial," you pronounce with a note of disgust.
Yes, most of us today are alive by virtue of an "artificial" or
"man-made" physical environment (i.e., by technology). I hear this
environment debased and an impoverished "natural" environment of
the past exalted. I wonder at the-colossal thoughtlessness and utter
disregard for human welfare with which tod~y's pampered products
advocate a return to back-breaking durdgery, disease and a halved
life span.
If we seek a cleaner environment, then technology and reason are

the tools we must use. To abstain from using either of these tools is
• .to commit C£Oloe:ical and naj_ig.n~l~µj~i~S: -···-··-...... - .... ~· -"'---"~'

A laboratory newpaper of the material presented herein does
department of journalism of n o t n e c es sari 1y i mp l y
Central ~ashington State' endorsement by this newspaper.
Co_llege pubh~hed Tuesdays and Mail Subscription price, $1 per
Fridays durmg the academic quarter or $3 per year payable
year except during examination · to the CAMPUS CRIER CWSC
weeks and holidays. Views Ellensburg, Washington,' 98926~
expressed are those of the Entered as second class matter at
students., staff and editors, not the u.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,
.necessanly CWSC. Advertising Washinl!ton. 98926 .
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letters to Crier
Letter to 'Jesus freaks'
on belligerent tactics
To the editor:
I should like to make mention
the tactics of a group of
belligerents known as "Jesus
Freaks".
With increasing frequency I, as
well as others, .have been
victimized by the · discourteous
pestilence of these eccentrics. It
seems that many times it is
nearly impossible to decline
conversation without a geat deal
of indelicacy.
· Irregardless of a conversation
one may be engaged in at the
time they will interrupt with a
few relatively meaningless

phrases which are themselves
characteristics of a Jesus Freak's
state of mental atrophy. Such
impoliteness is inexcusable.
I shouldn't think it too much
to ask of these people to keep
their copious irrelevancy to
themselves especially when
requested to do so by the victim.
I would suggest also that they
keep to themselves rather than
create provocation for reprisal as
well as a public nuisance.
Finally, I would like to add that
I seriously · doubt the sky is
falling.
Jack Demson

A plea for changes in hOusing policy
To the editor:
The purpose of this letter is to
air my disgust about an
antiquated administrative
housing policy which insults the
intelligence and maturity of the
students of Central.
That is, a student must live on
campus if he or she has less than
90 credits or is under 21 years of
age.
This "law" seems to
contradict the rights given to
people 18-to 21- years-old by
our national government (right
to vote, responsibility of
selective service, and legal
independency from parents and
or guardians).
Nor does this "law" stop here.

Why no article$ on the bombing?
To the editor:
I was surprised to find no·
article, editorial, or letter on the
subject of the greatest escalation
of bombing of the Vietnam war
in any of your recent issues.
In today's Crier (May 2) I
found a woefully inadequate
rationalization for not printing
an article on the bombing.
It seems that an article on the
subject was submitted but was
not printed because it was of
interest to fewer students than

were the articles you did print.
I am not convinced that the
escalation of bombing is of so
little interest that it does not
warrant space in the Crier.
Nor am I convinced that the
accidental destruction of a
bike by a falling scaffolding (an
incident which was reported at
some length) is of greater
importance than the willful mass
destruction of human life by
American bombs.
If, as you stated, more

students are concerned about a
piano recital than the war,
doesn't that fact disturb you?
Isn't it possible that the Crier
has a responsibility to confront
or at least mention important
issues, even if they aren't
particularly popular at the
moment?
I guess that like the author of
the article that you rejected, I
just don't understand.

needed is "simplicity" in the
requirements for registration.
Presently, one must fill out three
forms containing 25 questions, six
signatures and three oaths.
Under his proposed method,
one form would be needed,
having about 10 questions, one
signature and one oath. He termed it "post card registration,"
because it would be mailed to all
eligible voters.
This would eliminate the need
for most county auditors and
would also halt some present
discriminatory practices which
he feels prevent many potential
voters from exercising their
rights.
'
If elected, Bonker stated he
would attempt to have legislation
introduced which would· 1)
simplify eligibility requirements,

The one futile effort which
does remain for this individual is
to stand before a board of six or
so authoritarians who take the
power of judging whether or not
your principles and values meet
their expectations (a power, I
thought, was only granted to the
Olympian deities).
This committee consists of
such socially aware individuals as
Wendell Hill, director of
Auxiliary Services, three other
administrative associates and
two students.

i) insure "equal access for all" in
voting 3) use post card
registration . and 4) allow the
Secretary of State to legally
investigate
alleged
discrimination in the voting
process and impose sanctions
where necessary.
STEINBECK
Richard Astro of Oregon State
University will speak on John
Steinbeck and Edward F.
Ricketts Monday night at 7: 30
in the faculty lounge of the
Language and Literature
Building.
Dr. Astro, who has written
several articles and reviews, is
also the co-editor of Steinbeck:
The Man and His .Work,
published in 1971.

JOm the American way of
competition? But then again,
why compete if you don't have
to?
If the standard of the dorms
and the food were better maybe
then the stud.e nts would enjoy
living on campus by their own
choice rather than administrative
force.

The only thing worse than an
administration which enforces
such policies is a student body
which allows . such a policy's
existence.. William Buckley
would ~e ·proud!
Michael V. Kloehn

Volunteers
•
1n

What could be the purpose for
this policy? Power to rule the
student's lives so they meet the
administrative standards or
capitalistic gains by forcing
students to pay the amount set
up by the Housing Office?

Corrections

LARRY YOUNG
May 11

If the money is the factor. then
why not let the Campus Housing

SPECIAL SUllER RATES
'At ...

Dirk Gleysteen

Secretary hopeful discusses
voter registration propose.ls
by Smitty
staff writer
Democrat Don Bonker, candidate for Secretary of State in
Washington, spent the day at
Central talking to students and
faculty. The Crier was able to
hold him down between meetings
long enough to get a short interview.
Bonker is presently the Clark
County Auditor, where he has
initiated various reforms in
voting registration and elections.
These included a new type of
voting machine which cut
election costs by 50 per cent, and
an effort to register 90 per cent of
the eligible Clark County voters
by this November. He stated that
80 per cent have been registered
so far.
)
Bonker believes that what is

Even if your parents feel . it is
beneficial for you to live off
campus this by itself is no
justification for exemption of
the policy.

WALNUT NORTH APARTIENTS
1 Block from Campus
AIR CONDITIONING
1 & 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED _
APARTMENTS.

925-2725

Yam aha 250 Enduro

.. '. 'll
i,;~-~
. 'f.l: .. . ~:

.

.. ..•.. :1.......

256 Lbs. of
Performance
Handle and Pure
Power

DOUBLE BURGERS
(WITHOUT FRIES)

reg. 39•

SAVE&•

33-

Monday-We~nesday
COME IN AND CHECK OUT
OUR NEW BOOTHS

.NEXT WEEK
Just Across Campus On 8th

on1y • •. •

}855°0

·Ride One of Ours
and
You Won't Ride Anything Else
The Missing Gas Cap Contest'·
Starts This Wednesday.

YAMAHA OF ELLENSBURG
925-9330

I

5th & Kittitas

I I'"
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Awareness of POW plight
Bronze bracelets go on sale toClay
The bracelet will not be taken off until this is done.
The Geneva Convention calls for the complete accounting of all
POWs; inspection of the prison camps by a neutral party; humane
and medical treatment; and mail exchange between the POWs and
their families.
The profits from .the bracelets go to Voices in Vital America
, (VIVA) in California. This is an organization which prints all the
POW-MIA material plus gives scholarships each year to famillesof
POWs.
Last year alone VIVA gave away $16,000 in scholarships, said
Dudley.
Dudley's ultimate aim is to organize a local group to be affiliated
with VIVA.
He wants to emphasize that this is non-political, charitable,
tax-exempt and humanitarian movement. He said that this is very
important to remember.

Sandi Dolbee
news editor
The pllgbt of this country's Prisoners of W_ar and Missing in Action
will be brought to the Central campus today.
A table will be set up then from 11 a.m. to · 3 p.m. to explain the
POW-MIA situation and to sell POW bracelets and the like.
Milt Dudley, local organizer, is making an attempt at letting the
whole valley learn about the POW-MIA cause. He said he wants
everyone within the valley to be aware of this issue.
"This is an issue that is as clean as apple pie and motherhood," he
said. "There isn't an American that shouldn't be involved. This is
something that this town can really get together on. Everyone from
local community groups to Women's Liberation should have
something to offer."
'
At present, there are over 1700 POWs thought to be in Vietnam.
Dudley's uncle is one of them. The POW, who has spend the longest
time as a prisoner, will be starting his ninth year in August,
according to statistics.
These are just some of the reasons that Dudley got involved in the
POW-MIA cause.
"I read about the bracelets, I knew my uncle was over there and I
guess I'm just the type to get involved," he explained.
The bracelets of which he speaks and which will be on sale in the
SUB Friday, are bronze wrist clasps which bears the name of a
known POW. Each bracelet costs $2.50.
Dudley hopes everyone will buy a bracelet and wear it. All that
the bracelet symbolizes when one puts it on is that he wants the
North Vietnamese to recognize the Geneva Convention.

MUFFLERS AND PIPES

"I would like to see everyone wearing bracelets and maybe even
the town and college adopting a POW," he added. "That would
make it even more personal."
·
Right now Dudley is looking for interested people to just come
together and listen and learn. He needs a college coordinator to take
care of the college half of the POW-MIA awarene~ movement.
He said he is working through the SERVE office right now and
anyone who has questions or wants to help can find him there.
The first information meeting about this movement will be held in
the Ellensburg Public Library Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. He urges
everyone to come.

Kennedy portrayal scheduled

"We've Got Um"

TRIANGLE AUTO.SUPPLY
100 N. Main

Jeremiah Collins as JFK

MILK
FRESH GRADE A
44 cents Y2 gallon
Homo-past Y2 Gal. 48c
Open 3-6:30 Daily

NANUM VUE DAIRY
Kit~_itas Highway 96~2577

NBofC has an easier way
to handle your money.
Need more leverage to get your finances off the ground?
An NBofC checking account can help. It provides you
with a record of all your expenditures, keeps you posted
on your balance from month to month. Ask about one.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
- ~.H'MB.HL£fUr

NOC

• Arrn1111JTC: 11\1~1 IRH) T() $?0 000 FArM OFPOSITOA

The play "J.F.K." is coming
to Central Wednesday at 8 p.m.
in McConnell Auditorium.
"J.F.K.," an original one-man
show that played off-Broadway
in 1971, is a dramatic portrait of
President John F. Kennedy and
stars Jeremiah Collins.
A chance meeting with veteran
actor Pat O'Brien, who noticed
Collins resemblance to the late
President, and the success of the
Hal Holbrook one-man show .
"Mark Twain" · led to the
creation of "J.F.K."
The project involved a
complete study and review of all
the written and presentation
materials, as well as motion
picture film of the
pre-presidental and presidential
years.
Collins' interpretation of the
late John F. Kennedy took
almost two years of
concentrated study and has been
called an outstanding portrayal.
The entire program is ·taken
from the late President's
speeches, press conferences, and
conversation along with use of
tape recordings and slides which
pro-1ide a pictorial background
to.the Kennedy years.
Gerry Hover, director of
Recreation and Social Activities,
said that the play isn't
sentimeQ.tal. It intermixes the
humor and the seriousness of
Kennedy, Hover said, which was
the Kennedy manner.

Students that attend, Hover
said, will get a feeling of what
the man was about. Kennedy
was our leader in the '60s and
many of his policies have led us
to where we are today, Hover
said.
Tickets for "J.F.K." will be $2
for students and $2.50 for
adults.

Dr. Naumann
named chairman
Theodor Naumann, Central
professor of psychology, has
been · named national chairman
of a new Congressionallyapproved committee dealing
with special education grants.
He now heads the · Regional
Resource Center Advisory
Commit.tee, which directs work
of six groups across the nation in
developing "relevant education"
for handicapped children.
Among special programs to be
promoted by the regional
committees, under Dr.
Naumann's leadership, are
diagnostic services, instructional
procedures, parent advisement,
teacher training and practical
research.
Funding of the RRC work is
totally from federal sources,
starting with a $100,000
planning grant and a minimumal
$400,000 operational grant each
year.

WHEN YOU CALL US FOR DELIVERY,
WE CARE ENOUGH .TO
·sEND THE VERY BEST!
AT

THE PIZZA PLACE
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Especially after they have
by Dave Larson
feature editor

What is it like for a group to
receive no credit when credit is
due?
Especially after they have
been termed as the "most
influential group on campus"
and "a viable and effective
consulting body."
Especially after they, in part,
funded the Coffee House
circuit?
Especially after they gave
$500 to a hospital-stricken girl?
Especially when they will be
throwing a free dance outside
this spring?
·
Especially when ... and the
list keeps on growing.
Residence Hall Council, better
known as RHC, has been doing a
number -of such activities for
several years now and the
recognition has been quite
minimal.
Pete Delaunay, RHS chairman ·
spring and fall of '70, stated that
the group was often a "hood
ornament."
"We were existing just for
looks and acted as a miniature
ASC for campus persons," said
Delaunay.
Delaunay also stated that
RHS, then called Residence Hall
Senate. consisting of only dorm
presidents, was a faltering group
when he first became chairman.
"We then began the process of
combining RHS and the
now-defunct Social Activities
Council because both the dorm
leadership groups were often
time duplicating their energies,"
Delaunay remarked.
One of the most difficult tasks
of the chairmanship, said
Delaunay, was to motivate the
presidents of each dorm when
they felt some power in their
own dorm hierarchy and because
they had enough to do in that
position.

"It was composed of chiefs
and I was supposed to be chief of
chiefs," Delaunay quipped.
Steve McNeil, the first RHC
chairman, believed that some of
the inaction of RHS was still
present in the new RHC, but
that it started to pick up after
the group was instrumental in
delaying the evacuation of North
Hall last year.
"The biggest problems were
that we had very little funds and
we were relatively unknown,"
McNeil stated.
During the transition period of
changing Residence Hall .Senate
over to the larger Residence Hall
Council, McNeil commented
that the group spent a great deal
of time preparing a new
constitution acceptable to the
majority of the members.
"This is what made RHC the
viable, effective consulting body
that it should have always
been," stated McNeil.

disaster at the hands of
Mark Satterthwaite, the
present RHC chairman, - Faculty-Senate," reported
Satterthwaite.
expounded that the group has
Satterthwaite believes that the
the ability to go above the head
potential of RHC seems to be
of ASC for the fact that "ASC
gets bogged down when it comes more efficient and more powerful than that of ASC.
to the use of state monies."
"Though 43 per cent of the
This year, basically under the
student population lives on
leadership of Dan O'Leary RHC
campus, RHC has the means to
has contributed to or supported
come into direct contact with
the new rental shop, the
more people through dorm
recycling center, the UGN and
governances and avenues than
UNICEF drives, voter
ASC now has," he said.
registration, and the
RHC, believes Delaunay, has
coordination of dorm social and
got the most concerted forces on
voting activities.
campus as far as direct
Often time RHC funds
representation.
luncheons such as the most
"Whether or not RHC uses
recent one between the college
what resources they have on
and the Ellensburg Chamber of
hand has to be an agreement
Commerce. RHC, too, will be
be tween all involved," said
paying for today's clean-up
Delaunay.
barbeque and the May 20 river
Yet both the past chairman,
picnic.
Delaunay and McNeil, agree that
We attempted to work on and
RHC's progressiveness is lacking
get passed the grading change
and it could be used for more
proposals which turned into

Evans opens
canyon road
for bicycles
Gov. Dan Evans recently
announced the opening of the
Old Yakima Canyon Highway
(State Highway 821) for the
exclusive use of bicycles on May
28 from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m., for the
first time in the history of the
state.
Since the opening of Interstate
82, the Yakima Canyon highway
has been made a "state scenic
highway."
The suggestion allowing
bicyclers to use the canyon
highway for the day came from
factions throughout the ·
Yakima-Ellensburg area and will
be implemented on an
experimental basis.
Gov. Evans said that the state
Highway Department, working
in cooperation with several
bicycle organizations in the
Yakima-Ellensburg area, will
provide facilities and services for
those wishing to make the
22-mile trip.
Appropriate signs and
barricades will be erected during
the special bicycle hours and
Highway Department personnel
will be stationed at the
barricades.
Only bicycles will be allowed
in the area during the hours
specified.
A similar "bike day" was held
on I-82 just prior to the opening
of the Yakim'a -Ellensburg

with Jeremiah Collins as John F. Kennedy
written and adapted by Mark Williams
and Jeremiah Collins

ASC presents the one man, off-Broadway play

"JFK" May 11, 1972
· 8 pm McConnell Auditorium
Students $2.00 Non-Students $2.50
Tickets on sale in SUB Information Booth
For more information 963-3541 ·

• • •
and better
programs.

activities

and

"There are some tremendous
people in RHC that could get
out and really do something,"
said_Satterthw~ ite. "Yet they are
crippled by the inaction of
others in the group."
The three chairman also
indicated there is an area open
for improvement in dorm and
campus life and RHC has the
best opportunity to involve itself
there.
Now RHC has, the opportunity
to involve itself in interdorm
c o m m u n i cation· and
cooperation, campus clean-ups,
the Peoples' Park and voter
registration, and to be the "most
influential group on campus."
Perhaps Delaunay said it best
with it "has to be an agreement
between all involved."
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Business seminar
looks at education
Addition of a high ranking
member of the American
Call TOM VIERLING
Management Association as a
speaker for the business.963-1026
963 2143
education seminar Tuesday and
Wednesday at Central was
announced recently.
Domenico A. Fanelli, assistant
YARD SALE: May 7-9 Red to the president of AMA, will
house past overpass. Across talk about the opportunities for
from Schaakes on Damman business management
philosophies in institutions of
Rd. 925-1394.
higher education at the
Wednesday luncheon session of
FREE PUPPIES-4 males, 2 the seminar.
females. Part Australian
The two-day conference is
Shepard & Elk hound. Phone expected to draw approximately
E-burg Vision Clinic 9 a.m.-5 300 delegates, including the
p.m. After 5:30 968-3953.
presidents of nearly all the
state's public and private
colleges and universities as well
USED BIKE SPECIAL
as presidents of many of the
1972 YAMAHA 175
state's top businesses.
72 license, full warrenty;
Sponsored by the Association
50 miles.
$625 of Washington Business and
1971 Yamaha 125
$400 Central, the seminar also will be
1971125 Rickman
$625 attended by many of the regents
1970 400 Maco
$645 and trustees of the state's higher
education institutions and
Yamaha of
leaders of several key state
Ellensburg
legislative committees.
The conferenee will center on
See our full line of 72
long-range higher education
Yamahas
goals
and business involvement
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. in
education.

MOTHER'S DAY
SPECIAL
DRESSY LONG COATS- 25% Off
by Popular Fashion Designers:

Fashion belt
Presentation
Marylane

·Semi-formal and ·

•

Dressy Dresses
25% OFF

MARGARET'S
IN THE PLAZA

Zales knows how
to court a bride. With the
diamonds she most wants!

Give her a
13-diamond Twogether® bridal set.
Interlocking )4 Karat
gold design

$250

Constellation bridal
set, 9 diamonds
14 Karat gold $229.95 ~=======1

Enlace bridal set,
11 diamonds
14 Karat gold $325

L!:::======.J

Four convenient credit plans available
Zales Revolving Charge• Zales Custom Charge • Master Charge • BankAmericard

·The Ellensburg seminar is an
outgrowth of a similar meeting
held a year ago, in which
business and education leaders
agreed that additional and
expanded sessions were needed
to discuss state educationbusiness directions.
Keynote speaker for the
opening session, Tuesday evening,
will be Dr. Otto Bremer,
Lutheran · campus pastor at the
University of California, Santa
Barbara.
The Rev. Bremer, who has a
broad background of business
experience, has a national
reputation as a speaker who
claims that business now exerts
the greatest influence on the
values of society.
Special position papers on the
goals of higher education and
management strategy will be
presented to seminar delegates
to set the stage for specifir,
discussion groups. ·
Those papers-in preparation
during recent weeks-will be
offered by college presidents
Eugene Wiegman of Pacific
Lutheran University, and Glenn
Terrell, Washington . State
University, and businessmen
Luke Williams and Jack Neupert,
Spokane.
Special reports will be given at
the seminar by James Furman,
executive coordinator of the
Council on Higher Education
and John Mundt, director of the
State Board for Community
College Education.
Preceeding ~he seniinar will be
special meetings of the
Washington College Association
(composed of college
presidents), the executive board
of the Association of
Washington Business and the
joint boards of trustees of the
state's colleges.

Student is
arraigned
Eugene Macki, Central student
who was arrested last week for
first degree assault on a police
officer, was given his first
arraignment Monday in superior
court.
At that time Macki asked for
an attorney and one was
appointed. He entered no plea
and so the formal arraignment
has been postponed until the
prosecuting attorney and the
defense lawyer / are able to
confer.
Macki, a psychology major,
was taken into custody at 7 p.m.
last . Tuesday, following an
incident at his apartment house
at 608 N. Pine St.
Police Chief John Larsen said
Macki allegedly fired several
shots inside his apartment before
surrendering without a struggle.
Macki since has been
transferred to the County
Sheriff's Office, where he is still
in custody. Bail has been set at
$3000, according to that office.

Rep. Dick Smythe

Teachers' educoffon
problems discussed
by Mark Groszhans
staff writer
"We have to move, and at a
speed that we can accomplish
something for some of the pro·
spective teachers now in school,"
said State Rep. Richard L.
Smythe in a speech Wednesday.
Rep. Smythe told a group of
students and educators gathered
at the Grupe Conference Center
that since 1957 representatives of
teacher education institutions in Washington, in conjunction with
the superintendent of public
instruction, have met annually to
discuss problems occuring in
teacher preparation and certification.
Little action
There have been many
meetings during these years,
Rep. Smythe stated, a lot of input
and dialogue, and some conclusions reached. However, there
has been little action to implement changes in the teacher
education programs in the state.

"From 1957 to 1969, there has
been no action to change
programs that don't seem to be
working. Finally, in 1971, some of
the programs that have been
talked about for so long were
started," Rep. Smythe said.
Can we wait this long to get
these programs across to a
majority of the ·prospective
teachers,
Rep.
Smyihe
questioned.
Hope for teachers
Rep. Smythe saw real hope
for education of teachers in
Washington, but he also has
reservations about some of the
programs that are being
initiated.
·
"Central has some innovative
programs starting but many
students don't even realize wha,.t
Option C or D is.''

However, Smythe is excited
about Option C. "This is where
we have to go but it is important
that all students get a chance to
go through these innovative
programs , " he said.
According to Smythe, Central
is moving forward in teacher
preparation and certification but
they still are only hitting a
smattering of the total teacher
candidates.
"The education departments
have to set objectives for what
they feel a competent teacher
must be equipped with when
leaving school." he said.
Then, Smythe explained, the
· departments have to organize
classes to meet the goals they
have set.
An education?
Smythe believes that most
teachers are not receiving an
education that will help them
when they begin teaching. His
survey of student teachers and
first year teachers taken last
year led him to this conclusion.
The major purpose of the
survey was to put in writing to
administrators that their end
products in the teacher education
programs were not as prepared
as administrators thought they
were; Rep. Smythe said.
"The average legislator," Rep.
Smythe explained, "doesn't
understand the problem as well
as I do. They see an unproductive
program that they feel is overfunded so they cut it financially."
If the colleges implement these
new programs and get most of
the students involved, the college
can go to the legislature and say,
"Look, we are doing what you
want. Please fund us."
This, Rep. Smythe said, would
put the pressure on the
legislature and more money
could be granted.

THE 5TH QUARTER
KEGS to 9 0 s19so
(No Deposit)

GALLONS to go s1 .50

GrJnder and Beer $1 .00
(11 a.m. to 2 p . m.)

... -

JOURNALISM AND POLITICS. Bill Johnston,
from the University of Washington school of
communications,-speaks out on the press and the
government. Ron Dotzauer, left, is the president

of the Political Science Association.- that sponsored this all-day seminar symposium. Supreme
Court Justice Utter is next to Dotzauer, along
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with Dick Welch, public relations for General
Telephone and Rod Chandler, KOMO-TV
reporter. (photo by Rie-ber)

1

Politics in Journalism' topic
of discussion for symposium

I

'Masks' diSC'-lSSed

by W. Smithson
staff writer

that objectivity in news while how the press had
desirable, "may be impossible.~' "misunderstood" and
He urged the government and "misquoted" him.
The Political Science the press tQ stop being "too
McReynolds , felt that there
Association held its spring much of an adversary to each were four explanations for the
symposium on April 27 to other."
gap between government and
discuss the topic "Politics in
media-super-sensitive
Journalism."
Rod Chandler, a' reporter for government officials, secret
The purpose of the program KOMO-TV, stressed the fact that government meetings, politicians
was to inform interested the news media is a business and telling different stories to
students as to the nature, goals is- thus interested in profits. The · different groups and the
and problems of journalism and chief factor in determining the tendency of some media to seek
politics.·
shape of a news broadcast is not the spectacular event or "to look
Bill Johnston, a veteran what the public should be for things to criticize."
journalist who now teaches at exposed to, but what the public
Larsen warned of a
the University of Washington, wants to see or read, according "renaissance period" of public
stated that the primary role· of to Chandler.
awareness and a demand for
After an informal lunch at honesty, both in the press and
media is to "report, fairly and
honestly, the appropriate facts which students were able to talk government. He implied that
and ideas for citizen input."
to the . panel members, the. both fields should learn to work
Concerning the · press and afterno<?n program began with a together to meet this public
government, 'he said that new set of speakers; Hu Blonk, need. He also provided many
reporters "can only hope for managing editor of the excellent examples of
polished truth" that descends Wenatchee Daily World, political "questionable" practices in both
from "the guardians of public journalist Dick Larsen, State the press and government.
opinion."
Sen. Fred Dore :md Neil
After closing statements by
Government officials were 'McReynolds,,.,. press secl.'~tary for Bill Chamberlin,: director of
termed "custodians of public Gov. Dan Evans.
Central's journalism department,
business," who define and select
some students were polled for
what the masses shall know.
Loss of faith
their feelings about the program.
Dick Welch, a public relations
Blonk expressed -great concern ·
The consensus was that while
man for General Telephone, for the public's apparent loss of the symposium was informative
echoed this feeling of the press faith in the press, which he arid well organized, more
and government when he stated stated would soon be followed student participation would have
that rarely will a legislator by a public demand for strict helped.
"level" with a reporter which governmental control over the
leads to misunderstandings by media. His solution was a strong
both sides.
attempt at objective news
Too much expected
reporting.Sen. Dore was critical
~
Welch also felt that too much of the media, stating "You have
•
.
was expected of the press by to be very careful about what
"politicians, the public and you tell the press." He
~
business." He went on to state mentioned frequent examples of

A television show on "The Masks We . Wear," wiil be shown
Monday at 8 p.m. on the ABC television network.
"The Masks We Wear" is a half-hour special · highlighting views
from behaviorist B.F. Skinner and sociologist David Riesman on who
we think we are.
Narrated by award-winning commentator Harry Reasoner, "The
Masks We Wear" is the fourth program in the series.of six ABC news
specials "Who Do You Think You Are?n

10-SPEED SALE
I

CHIMO BIKES $89.95
Just arrived-the Volkcycle
Kalkhoff ten speeds now
in stock.
Bike Broken Down? Bring
U In For Repairs Now.

THE BYKE SHOPPE
315 N. Main

925-4050
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District this weekend

Crier

Golfers in -big showdown

,rSports
;1

Softball, track finals
scheduled in MIA
MIA softball has been mile run, 440, 880, 220,120 low
underway for weeks and the hurdles, and the 880 relay.
Field events are the shot put
finals are slated to begin May 23.
The top two teams from each (12 lb.), long jump, high jump,
league will battle it out for the discus and javelin.
Individuals may participate in
championship. Right now there
any four events plus both relays.
are 13 teams still undefeated.
Preliminaries for the MIA Tenny runners must be worn
track meet will be May 17 with and no spikes are permitted.
MIA tennis also will be coming'
the finals slated for May 22.
Entry blanks are now available up but the date has yet to be
in the MIA office.
established. Entry blanks also
The events include the 440 are available for tennis and must
relay, 70 high hurdles, 100 dash, be in by Monday.

The Central swingers (Stan
Sorenson's golf team) have been
busy the past few days, and
they'll be busy for the next two .
as well in shooting for an NAIA
district crown and a trip to the
nationals in Kan8as City.
After playing Western's
Vikings at Suntides on
Wednesday and playing ~n the
Spokane Invitational yesterday
and today, the 'Cats go straight
to Walla Walla for the big one
tomorrow and Sunday.
In their most recent outings,
they whipped Big Bend CC in a
dual meet, 131h to 71h, and took
Eastern 10-8, Whitworth
l l1h-61h, and WhitmaIJ. 10112-71h
in a four-way meet at Indian
Canyon in Spokane.
Chris Indall's 70, Steve Tomas'
73 and Keith Crimp's 76 led the
win.
The meet Sorenson and his
squad is concerned with now is
the district.
The winner goes to . Kansas

City, while the rest just play out
the season, including the
Evergreen Conference meet at
Bellingham May 26 and 27.
0 f the opponents, which
include Eastern Washington,
Western Washington, Pacific
Lutheran University, Whitworth
and Whitman, Sorenson
considers PLU to be the most
formidable.
But Sorenson's 'Cats, who are
7-1 on the year, should be tough
too, especially since the Crimp
brothers (Keith and Frank) seem
to be finding the groove to go
with Indall and Joe Periera.
Even though Sorenson

by Roger Underwood .
sports editor
The potent Gonzaga Bulldogs
broke Central's 10-game bubble
in Spokane by taking 7-1 and

an.,

soon.

COME -IN & SEE OUR
RALEIGH CATALOG

·FOUR SEASONS
CYCLE SHOP
500 W. Ith

OPEN
EVERY DAY

NEW LOW PRICES 01
PARTS &ACCESSORIES

"There's no way of assessing
how that will affect the kids,"
said Sorenson. "It might be
harmful, but then again
somebody might not be playing
particularly well until Friday
and then find their groove."
At any rate, it should be
interesting.

Potent 'Zags stop 'Cats
winning streak

THE FINEST BICYCLES II THE
WORLD . .. IADE II ENGLAND
as
&
bikes wlll

'professed, "The guys haven't
really had enough good weather
to get their games down," they'll
be reckoned with at Walla Walla.
Another factor could be all
the activity that the Wildcats
will be involved with before the
district meet.

4-0 verdicts from the Wildcats.
The Wildcat offensive machine
that had been making so much
noise was all but silenced by
'Zags Mike McNeilly and Mike
Davey.
McNeilly threw a six-hitter at
the 'Cats for the first game win,
while Davey stopped Gary
Frederick's club with a two-hit
whitewashing in the nightcap.
Jim Vandersys' 350-foot
homer was all the scoring punch
Central could muster in the two
games. The shot came in the
sixth inning of the first game
with Gonzaga leading 5-0.
The 'Zags got to Wildcat
starter Bob Utecht for two walks
and two hits and three runs in
the second inning of the opener
for ·all the scoreboard work they
needed.
The second game started out
as a duel between Davey and the
'Cats Don Ward until the fourth
inning when the Bulldogs plated
two runs. A double steal
following three singles did it.
Catcher Dave Hopkes and
shortstop Bob Kelley got the
only two Wildcat hits in the
nightcap.
Central is now 15-10 on the
year and 9-3 in Evergreen
Conference play. The 'Zags have
now won 22 straight games.
Frederick's crew returns to
league action today at Klamath
Falls, Ore., against Oregon Tech
in a nine-inning single. The two
teams will complete the three
game set with two seven-inning
contests tomorrow.
Despite the OTI's cellar
position in the EvCo standings,Frederick terms this weekend "a
big one" in terms of his club's
chances at winning the EvCo
title for the fifth consecutive
year.
Dave Heaverlo will take his 4-1
record to the mound today in
the opener, and Frederick
indicated that he will again start
Greg Schulte (5-1) and Ward
(4-3) in tomorrow's twin bill.
The Wildcats close out their
EvCo slate next we~kend against
Eastern Washington here with a
three game series.
COLLEGE FORUM
The college forum meets every
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in the
Tally-Ho Restaurant.
Plan to come and share your
thoughts over coffee and donuts.
JOBS ON SHIPS! MEN.
WOMEN. Perfect summer
job or career. No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Send
$2.00· for information.
Seafax, Box 1239-WD,
Seattle, Washington 98111.
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'Cats in Oregon

There's nothing funny
about our 1200 Sedan.

Cindermen meet
Porlland U, PSU
It had to happen sooner or later. The baseball Wildcats had to lose
to somebody sometime, so it really wasn't all that tragic that they
- lost two to the super-potent Gonzaga Bulldogs in Spokane Mond a y
The losses certainly didn't help their chances -in the NAIA District
1 playoff chase, but at 15-10, the 'Cats aren't sitting too badly since
it's a better mark than all of the other teams in the district except
Lewis and Clark State.
As of this writing, here's how the other teams stand. Pacific
Lutheran is 7-11, Lewis and Clark 18-8 Whitworth 10-15, Eastern
13-12, Whitman 12-16 and Western 6-8.
Frederick has already conceded one of the playoff spots to Lewis
and Clark State and his Wildcats are sitting in second place in a race
that will put the two teams with the best season records in the
playoffs.
The EvCo race is another matter. Here, the Wildcats are in better
shape than anybody figured· they might be after that first zero win ·
performance at Oregon College. And because of the fact that they
have pulled themselves together and won nine straight league games
to surge into a virtual first place tie with OCE, they deserve credit.
"I think the kids knew after that first week that their backs were
to the wall and that they could have just played out the year," said
Frederick, "but they scratched and clawed back."
Although the 'Cats are almost even with the Wolves now,
Frederick figures his team will have to win at least five of their
remaining six games to have a shot at the title.
"We need a sweep at OTI this weekend," he said. "If we do, then
the race will most likely be determined in the Eastern series." (Next
weekend)
If not, we'll just be playing for pride," he said.
Hitting is the thing that carried the 'Cats during their streak, and it
looks like hitting or the lack of it will decide how far the Wildcats go
this year. The pitching, while adequate for the most part, has hardly
been overpowering, as evidenced by Dave Heaverlo being tagged for
13 hits by Southern Oregon last Friday. Dave still won the game
though, and Frederick has a philosophy about games of th~t type.
"When you get a big lead, pitchers naturally tend to ease up," he
said. "When you ease up, you 're going to get hit, but when they
(Southern Oregon) loaded the bases on Dave, he really bore down."
In that particular inning of Friday's game, Heaverlo struck out the
side after loading the sacks.
One object of concern early in the year was defense. Frederick
termed it as "a question mark," and understandably so. Any infield
that loses a Bill Adkison and Mark Gantar from the left side has got
to be weakened. Especially when you replace Adkison
(All-Conference, All-Pacific Coast and All-District) with a catcher.
At least it would seem that way. But when the catcher is Mike
Gannon, the outlook changes a bit.
"Mike is the kind of kid who is willing to sacrifice himself for the
benefit of the team," said Frederick.
Gannon, who went to third from behind the plate to make room
for Dave Hopkes' torrid bat and his own at the same time, has
typified the Wildcat defense in their comeback.
"We've dor1e a lot by really hustling," said Frederick.
He has also singled out Bob Kelley, Gantar's replacement at
shortstop and second baseman John Basich for solid defensive play.
That, combined with the ungodly hitting of Hopkes, R.J. Williams,
Jim Vandersys, Jim Thompson and others, has gotten the Wildcats
back to respectability.
"We're pretty psyched up," admitted Frederick.
Gee, I wonder why?

'Cats, Viks golfers tie
YAKIMA
Central
Washington's golf team met
Western Washington at Suntides here Wednesday in what
may be a preview of the District
I NATA tournament at ·Walla
Walla May 19-20.
The Vikings and the Wildcats,
considered two of the top NATA
teams in the district. battled to
a draw. putting Central at 7-1-1
for the season.
Friday the Wildcats prep for
the Di.strict features with
another appearance at the
Spokane Invitational Tournament. Some 20 teams are
expected for the tourney. which
last vear say the Wildcats place
seco~d in their division.

Volunteers
•1n
Cor_
r ections
May 11
Center for
Campus Ministr

Western's Herb Clemo got
medalist honors Wednesday
with a 70.
.
Central scores were: Keith
Crimp 71. Frank Crimp 72,
nave Buehler 75. Chris Indall
and Steve Thomas 77. and .Joe
Pereira 78 .-

by Chris Boushey
sports writer
Central trackers, winners of all
three of their home meets this
season, travel to Oregon
tomorrow to tangle with the
University of Portland and
Portland State University.
According to track Coach
Tom Lionvale, "Portland State
has a very weak program." They
should prove to be no
competition for the Wildcats and
it looks like U of P won't either.
PS U does have some fine
athletes in Obie Wibur who has a
javelin throw of 228'1h'' to his
credit. They also have a sprinter
who runs the 100 in 9.8 which
should give Central's Mike
Behrbaum and Steve Slavens
some competition.
PSU also has a miler who runs
around a 4:12 and a mile relay
team who has run a 3:19.
Lion va 1e was particularly
impressed with the performance
of Brian Miles and co-captain
Ray Payne. Miles set a new
school record in the hammer
throw ~nd Payne broke his own
school record in the pole vault
going 15'. He tried to clear
i5'6" but was unsuccessful.

Women third

in Montana

It's not nice to fool Mother
Nature-but somebody did
Saturday as the women
tracksters from Central were
treated to cold, wiI1d and snow
in the Flathead Valley
Invitational at Kalispell, Mont.
Despite the unwelcome
conditions · the women took
third place with 29 points
behind second place Calgary
Spartans (50) and the host,
Flathead Valley CC who ran
away with the show with 106.
Western Montana College was
fourth with 20 points,
Whitworth fifth with nine,
University of Montana sixth
with six and the Lethbridge
Track Club last with no points.
Marcia Ehinger again led the
'Cats. She took a second in the
javelin and teammate Leslie
Stockton did the same in the
3000 meter run.
Taking third place were Sandy
Derwin in the 3000 meter run,
Sue Lyons in the 100 dash and
the 440 relay of Mary Scott,
Mickey Clarke, Alma Gapsch
and Lyons.
Next hurdle for the women is
tomorrow in LaGrande, Ore. in
the Northern-Eastern District.
Track Coach Janice Boyungs
said about 15 teams will be
there.

s500 REWARD

Lionvale also was impressed
with Tim Gulomo's showing in
the javelin where he picked up a
third place. He had much praise
also for two freshmen, Joe
Rochfort and Tom Clark.
Rochfort placed fourth in the
intermediate hurdles and Clark
second in the high hurdles.
Central athletes now hold
eight of the top marks in the
Pacific Northwest. Dave Walker
holds the top mark in the long
jump, 25'%", and in the triple
jump, 47'6%".
Bill Harsh, a junior, also holds
two top marks in the shot,
55'11" and the discus 172'9".
The 440 relay team has a time
of 41.8 to lead the Northwest in
that event.
Other marks are held by
Behrbaum, 53.8 in the
intermediate hurdles and is tied
with Slavens with he top mark in
the 100 of 9.6. Payne has the
top pole vault mark with a 15'
vault.

.

1200 Sedan

T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for
Technical Engineering
Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
Standard equipment like:
• Safety front disc brakes
• A high-cam engine
• Whitewalls
• Front buckets
See your Datsun dealer,
the Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ... then
decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

TURNER DATSUN
CH 8-3638 2006 So. 1st St.
YAKIMA, WASH 98903

-·

. Libertyr·h~afre

OPEN6:45
925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.

Nightly At 7:00& 10:55-Sunday At 4:00& 7:55

juliE cHRis11E/ ALAN bATES

T~E ~O-bETWEEN
Co-Hit At 9:00-Sunday Plays At 6:00 & 9:55

71fo-~,,
starring OMAR SHARIF
,
LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG· JACK PALANCE

A JOHN FRANKENHEIMER-EOWAROS LEWIS Production

STARTS WEDNESDAY:__ MAY 10th
Showings At 7: 00 & 10: 30 Each Night
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

CLIFF
ROBERTSON
as
I

~':f{ePOJ'I~
Action Co-Feature At 8:55 Only

SEE
the
sensational
new star- ·
Julie Ege!

Village

OPEN6:45
925-4598
NOW PLAYING

Shows At 7:00 & 9:15 Each Night

for Heidelberg Kegs Ret.u rned
to Boyd Distribu.ting located
·on Wenas St., Ellensburg

NO QUESTIONS ASKED
Saturday 8:30-11 :30

.TlllLUT
·PlcnR£
.IHDW
A Film By

ELLEN

. OPEN 8: 15
925-3266
FR., SAT. & SUN.
Shows At 8:45 Jacqueline Bisset in
"THE GRASSHOPPER"·
Plus "The Baby Maker"

Drive-In

•

.
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You can get all' 'light-up'' at Money Savers
Mix or Match Sale
OF

3x6 DECORATOR

~!!c~~ES

Large Assortment of
Soring Rings .

ALL

$1~~

Decorator Ceramic Holders
YOUR CHOICE

,r'

.

~~\//~

'MONEY .
SAVER

Eurtlpean

. Reg. 1 Oc ea.
20 FOR

s100

, LUX ·

DIGITAL
ELECTRIC .
CLOCK

$799

~aturals

The one way to
·c.hange the color
of your life.

VOTIVE
CANDLES

99

16oz. Size
Regular
Hard-to-Hold
Spray For Gray
·Super Hard-to-Hold
Unscented

. 9 . . . 7 ...
Saturday 9-6 .

~

Playte

r

l
mwWllll

MIHAL
Pl.UBI

........
VO -5
='•':""'
ALBERTO

the first day tampon

HAIR SPRAY

•:,•. ·:

~:1'./f
....
.

~.:·~: .. ·:·

.:·:~

• with new smooth flexible applicator ...
soft gentle plastic
• up to 45% more absorbent
• self-adjusting
Regular or Super

(30's) Reg. $1.69

Reg. $1.09

In every package
of Playtex®
Hand-Saver Gloves

. Reg. $1.09

gg~

TOTE
69~

Reg.
$5.00

BAGS

--

